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The new Wisconsin job search.

The new Wisconsin job search.

Moving Wisconsin Forward
Skill Explorer is one of the innovative tools and resources available at the
Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development (DWD). Whether you are
a job seeker, an employer or one of Wisconsin’s many workforce partners,
DWD is ready to assist you in meeting your needs.

Introducing Skill Explorer, a new job search tool that goes beyond
job titles to find opportunities that match the skills and training
you have – but in career fields you may not have considered.
Skill Explorer shows you more options, and more options mean
a better chance to find a job.

For more information, visit dwd.wisconsin.gov.
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Find the Job

Using Skill Explorer

Once you’ve found the occupation that’s right for you, Skill Explorer helps
you find all the latest job openings Wisconsin has to oﬀer.

Skill Explorer makes it easy to look for new career opportunities. You only
need a working knowledge of your employment history. To get started, go
to skillexplorer.wisconsin.gov and type in your current or past job.

Skill Explorer will match the title
with other jobs that share common
abilities and characteristics.

Skill Explorer is free and available anytime. If you’re looking for new
opportunities, go to skillexplorer.wisconsin.gov and discover the new
Wisconsin job search today!
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Explore Matches & Compare Skills

Map the Match

Skill Explorer doesn’t just show you a list of current openings. It also helps
you succeed by giving you all the information you need to make smart career
choices. You can see new opportunities that relate to your work experience
and learn about any special skills or training you might need before you
apply for a job. The higher the percentage of shared skills, the closer the match.

Skill Explorer shows
opportunity hot spots
in Wisconsin for any
occupation you select.
Plus, you can search
for current openings
by county.

Occupation overviews give you
an insider’s look at the career
path you select. Find out what
a worker usually does, how
much they make, and what
kind of training or educational
background they have.

Employers all over the state
are looking for smart, hardworking people like you. Skill
Explorer lets you sort current
openings by county. You can
find new opportunities close
to home or in other locations
if you’re looking to relocate.
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